
I am totally against any incinerator to be built here in casino nsw or anywhere else humans live. 

It's quite simple stop the plastics all over the supermarkets with foods. 

We can recycle other rubbish including old fruit and vegetables etc. 

As a country of people who can work for the dole and people in jail's that can sort electric wires 

timber etc etc turn it into vegie garden for old fruit and vegetables that can be used again in jail's, 

hospital, nursing homes etc. As recycling and using the waste into great soils. 

To be reused in market gardens, cattle feed etc etc 

Wires and timbers can be reused for furniture etc. 

So many different things it can be reused. 

A government can sit down get people who have to pay off traffic fines a few days a week, jails 

where the people in doing their times doing something useful. 

But to poison our air, we have the rights to clean health air. 

The neo plastic particles floating in the air will go into all animals feed, organic farming destroyed in 

Australia 

The water ways for drinking healthy water. 

Our rivers our oceans are full of plastic now. 

Do we need to kill ourselves with it with the air we breathe ? 

The meat and vegetables you will eat will have those plastic particles in it. 

All causing cancer. 

We need to say NO we want our children and grandchildren to live in a great healthy country not 

polluted like other countries ever. 

Please stop think not everything is worth $$ 

You cannot buy your children health or yours. 

Pat bastow. 

To whom it may concern. 

My family beau mielekamp my grandsons which is four of them and my partner is totally against the 

massive incinerators to be built at casino or anywhere else that humans live. 

We have the right to clean fresh air. 

We have the right to drink clean fresh water. 

We have the right to go to work, to let our children use playgrounds and sporting events. 

With all these toxins leaching into our air, water work, our animals our health will deteriorate and 

we don't want our children to get cancer due to these incinerators . 

Thank you ern bright, pat bastow beau mielekamp, Connor mielekamp, kai mielekamp, Jax 

mielekamp carter mielekamp.  

Thank you please stop this incinerator at casino nsw  

No one wants these incinerators here or casino. We all deserve the right to have clean fresh air 

,water, safe children's playground. 

Our animals deserve the right for fresh clean water and food to eat. 

We say NO to neo plastic particles floating in the air or our food chain. 

We all have the right for clean air and water where are you going to get rid of the industrial waste ? 

It will blow over peoples houses yards etc. 

We say no to any incinerator at casino nsw 

Pat b 

 


